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Abstract
The EVA Robotic Assistant is a prototype for an
autonomous rover designed to assist human astronauts.  The
primary focus of the research is to explore the interaction
between humans and robots, particularly in extreme
environments, and to develop a software infrastructure that
could be applied to any type of assistant robot, whether for
planetary exploration or orbital missions.  This paper
describes the background and current status of the project,
the types of scenarios addressed in field demonstrations, the
hardware and software that comprise the current prototype,
and future research plans.

Introduction   
Human space missions will increasingly require robotic
assistance as these missions  become longer and more
complex1,2.  First, the limited amount of crewmember time
will require more and more mundane tasks to be automated
in order to free the human crew to perform the tasks that
require their expertise.  Second, the sheer quantity of tasks
needed for a long-duration mission, such as for assembly,
inspection, maintenance and exploration, will require that
some be done without human involvement.  Finally, robots
should be used to perform the more hazardous activities in
order to minimize the risk to human crew members.

One of the most hazardous activities during space missions
is extra-vehicular activity (EVA).  Spacesuits are built to
protect humans from radiation and thermal extremes and to
supply a breathable atmosphere, but they are also bulky,
massive, and greatly reduce the astronaut's mobility,
dexterity and field of vision.  The goal of the EVA Robotic
Assistant (ERA) project is to research the issues of how
robots can enhance the safety and productivity of
spacesuited astronauts during EVAs.  Some of these issues
include astronaut/robot communication, such as voice or
gesture; appropriate size, speed, capacity, sensors,
manipulators, processors, and tasks for the robot;
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instrumentation on the spacesuit or in the habitat that give
crewmembers access to the “mind” of the robot; and
various levels of autonomy for the robot.  This project is a
close collaboration among various groups at NASA's
Johnson Space Center (JSC), including Intelligent Systems,
Robotics, Planetary Science, the Advanced Spacesuit Lab,
Exploration Office, and EVA Project Office.  We are also
involved with Carnegie Mellon University, NASA Ames
Research Center (ARC), the Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL), and
Glenn Research Center.

The ERA project was started as a result of a series of field
tests in California called ASRO3, which were a
collaboration between JSC and ARC, using a robot called
Marsokhod.  Based on the results of these ASRO
experiments, a commercial mobile robotic platform was
purchased, such that it was faster than a walking human,
and large enough to provide a suited crewmember
convenient access to tool palettes.  Processors and sensors
were chosen to support fully autonomous robot activity,
with no off-board processing or human intervention.  This
new robot, nicknamed Boudreaux, has served as a testbed
for further experimentation and field tests.  A summary of
the type of field tests performed to date is given below,
followed by further details about the robot's hardware and
software.  Current activities and future plans are then
described.

Field Scenarios
One of the central themes of the ERA project is conducting
outdoor field tests at JSC's Planetary Surface Simulator and
at remote field sites.  In September 2000 we joined the
Advanced Spacesuit Lab for two weeks of field tests near
Flagstaff, AZ, exploring three scenarios requiring
human/robot cooperation with an early version of
Boudreaux.  Since then, additional capabilities, both in
software and hardware, have been added to the robot, and a
second series of field tests in Arizona was carried out in
September of 2002.
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The three representative scenarios for planetary surface
operations require varying degrees of cooperation between
the rover and a suited crewmember4.  The power cable
deployment task was motivated by the need to run a
significant (> 1km) length of cable from a potential nuclear
power source to a habitat1.  In field tests, the cable reels
were mounted on a trailer that was pulled by the robot (see
Figure 1). The robot tracked the suited astronaut using its
stereo vision and/or laser sensors. This task illustrates
perfectly the symbiotic advantages of a mixed-team: the
cables are too bulky for the astronaut to deploy, and the
robot was not capable, at the time, of choosing the best
path. The two together perform a task neither could
accomplish alone.

Figure 1.  Cable Deploy Mode

The solar panel deployment task was motivated by the
possibility of needing to unreel lightweight flexible solar
panels that would provide power to a habitat. The robot
must carry the solar panel material because it is too heavy
and bulky for the suited astronaut, and must drive in a
straight line to avoid kinking the flexible solar panel
material (see Figure 2). The astronaut interacts with the
robot, verbally commanding it into the mode and setting
the work pace by telling it to speed up or slow down.

Figure 2. Solar Panel Deployment

In the geology traverse scenario, the robot carries geologic
tools for an astronaut on a geology traverse, and provides
storage space for collected samples. The robot tracks and
follows the astronaut using stereo vision, attempting to
maintain a fixed separation (see Figure 3). The astronaut
interacts with the robot by commanding it into the desired
mode and telling it to pause and resume when needing to
approach the robot for tools or samples.

Figure 3. Geology Traverse

EVA Robotic Assistant Hardware
The robot used for the above scenarios is based on the
ATRV-JR, a commercial mobile platform manufactured by
RWI, Inc.*, delivered with sonar, laser rangefinder, Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU), inclinometers, compass, GPS,
speech generator, and two Pentium computers.  The robot
has subsequently been modified extensively to meet the
demands of the typical EVA task and terrain.  It must be
stressed that the EVA Robotic Assistant is not intended to
be a flight robot, but rather a research platform.  As such,
we use technologies that are not currently certified for
flight.  We are able to do this because human missions to
other planetary bodies are so far in the future.  If a
particular capability is found to be so useful that it enters
the critical path for a successful mission, then we can
establish a requirement for the supporting technologies to
be developed for flight.  Indeed, one of our primary
objectives is to collect enough data on astronaut/robot
interaction to have an impact on the Mars Reference
Mission1, providing design constraints for those who will
build the flight system.  Thus, the ERA robot uses Pentium
CPUs although they are not radiation-hardened, and
differential GPS despite the lack of beacon satellites
orbiting Mars (though the Mars Reference Mission does
mention a navigation system infrastructure).

The primary hardware modifications that have been made
are listed below, some of which are shown in Figure 4:
• The wheel hubs were moved out and down, and larger

wheels were installed, increasing the ground clearance
from an unusable three inches to twelve inches. This
improvement effectively prevents the robot from “high-
centering”: should one of the new hubs get caught up on
a rock, it is far enough away from the center of the robot
that the other wheels maintain sufficient traction to drive
the robot over the obstacle.  Obstacle deflection
platforms were also added to each wheel to assist in
deflecting smaller rocks away from the hubs.

• A pan-tilt-verge active camera platform was installed
with a stereo pair of cameras, for tracking the astronaut
(a second pan-tilt stereo camera unit will soon be added
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facing backwards, in order to provide a full range of
coverage).

• A tower was added for mounting the cameras up almost
to eye level, and for mounting various antennas.

• The sonar and original GPS sensors were removed, as
neither could provide useful data in the planetary surface
analog sites of interest.  A highly accurate differential
GPS system has been added that provides 2cm accuracy.

• A 5 degree-of-freedom arm was added for manipulation
tasks such as picking up rocks or handling tools.  The
manipulator was designed by Metric Inc. under an SBIR
grant for NASA, and has a roll-pitch-pitch-pitch-roll
configuration.  A Barrett hand will soon be attached to
the arm as well.

• The 2 Pentium computers were removed, and replaced
with 5 PC-104+ stacks.

• A high-fidelity radio receiver was installed and connected
to a sound card in one of the computers.  This enables
Boudreaux to receive and interpret voice commands
using IBM's ViaVoice software.

• Tool palettes were built to fit along each side of the robot
tower, in easy reach of the astronaut and at such height
as to minimize his movements associated with their use.
These included a place to store rock samples.

• A trailer hitch was added, and a trailer was built for
deploying power cables or a flexible solar panel array.
A new, larger trailer is now being built with additional
science tools and sensors, and is designed to replace the
tool palettes used previously.

Figure 4. Boudreaux

Several other hardware modifications are currently in
work, to address specific difficulties or issues that arose
during the year 2000 field tests.  For one, the environment
in the pressurized spacesuit was so noisy that, even with a
high-fidelity radio link, ViaVoice had trouble recognizing
spoken commands.  We are currently working with
technologists at Glenn Research Center and Kennedy
Space Center to solve this problem.

Unlike unmanned science rovers that must survive for
weeks on solar power, we believe that a human outpost
will have an abundant supply of power.  Thus, a robot on
such a mission need only last long enough to return to base
and recharge.  Although the ERA rover batteries lasted
longer than the expendables in the advanced spacesuits
being tested, the batteries had to be swapped out several
times per day during the field tests.  Because we believe
the robot should be performing autonomous tasks between
the times it assists humans, we are seeking ways to extend
the “stamina” of the robot.  These include discussions with
researchers at JSC developing fuel cells.  A second robot
base is being developed which will be capable of carrying
either a fuel cell specially designed for the robot, or a set of
batteries.

The current rigid suspension is also not appropriate for
rough terrain.  Not only does it transfer shocks directly to
the sensors and computers on board the robot, it also
reduces traction and makes driving more difficult.  The
new robot base being designed will incorporate four-wheel
independent suspension.  Both the new robot base and the
current robot base are expected to be used in the fall field
tests, with the upper sensor body being transferred from
one to the other.

EVA Robotic Assistant Software
The ERA software is an agent-based architecture built with
the goal of producing high quality code that promotes
interoperability in all its forms, portability, code reuse and
(as the software matures) code sharing among various other
robotics groups. These goals are realized using open-source
tools that adhere to non-proprietary, recognized standards
for interoperability (CORBA), operating systems (POSIX),
and programming languages (ANSI and ISO). The
following paragraphs describe the tools, control
architecture and details about the ERA software and how it
interacts with the sensors, actuators, and suited astronauts.
Further details are also given in a separate paper.5

The ERA software architecture achieves a high degree of
portability and interoperability by leveraging the many
benefits of the Common Object Request Broker (CORBA).
CORBA is the middleware “glue” that binds its clients and
servers together and facilitates communications with other
software agents.  Indeed, ERA is currently leveraging the
many powerful benefits that CORBA offers6, such as
hardware independence, operating system independence,
programming language independence, and location
independence.  Servers and clients can run anywhere
without change.

The ERA architecture consists of dozens of servers running
in parallel across multiple CPUs.  The drive system, as well
as each sensor, has its own server, isolating hardware-
specific software from higher level processing.  The
architecture also supports the collection of metric data for



evaluating the performance via its logger server.  Of
special interest are the single existence, global servers
entitled mapServer and poseServer.  Their global nature
allows multiple robotic agents to update and expand one
world map and one list of object poses, and thus make
environmental information available to each other and
other sensor-challenged mobile robots. The global pose
server tracks the whereabouts and orientation of any
identified objects submitted by agents.  The pose server
will include the ability to fuse multi-source or noisy data
into a more accurate location and pose using techniques
such as Kalman filtering.  This is the beginning of support
for efficient, mixed-initiative multi-agent coordination in
the ERA architecture.

Adjustable autonomy is another feature of the ERA
architecture, with its behavioral modes and verbal
interaction.  The robot can switch between autonomous
tracking behavior, for example, and remote teleoperation
with a single voice command by the nearby astronaut.  The
Remote Workstation, running on a laptop and connected to
the robot via wireless ethernet, can then be used by an
astronaut inside the base station habitat to control the robot.
The Remote Workstation offers a graphical, context-based
insight into the state of the ongoing human/robot EVA
mission.

ERA has integrated several outstanding software agents
into its architecture to provide higher level control.
Integration is nearing completion of the Morphin local
obstacle avoidance planning software from Carnegie-
Mellon University7. IBM's ViaVoice for Linux has been
successfully integrated for its speech recognition capability
allowing the astronaut to speak to the ERA robot and
command it into any of the various behavioral modes.
Finally, Metrica's texture tracking software has been
successfully integrated as a standalone agent, providing
Boudreaux's capability to track and follow an astronaut on
an EVA traverse8.

We are also planning on installing gesture recognition
software developed at JSC9, and working with CMU to
develop behavior identification software.  These
capabilities will allow the robot to interpret deictic
references, and to understand what part of the task the
astronaut is engaged in.  We are investigating the
integration of several software packages developed at ARC
as well.  These include “RIALIST” natural language
understanding software being developed by RIACS10, and
the intelligent agent modeling software “Brahms”, which
should provide a planning capability currently nonexistent
on the ERA robot11.  Brahms could provide models of
cognition and collaboration capable of facilitating effective
teamwork between humans, robots, and other software
agents.

Future Directions
During the year 2000 field tests, the suited test subjects and
robot were able to successfully accomplish the goals of the
various scenarios.  Furthermore, the robot acted
autonomously much of the time, an improvement over the
ASRO experiments where the robot was always
teleoperated.  However, the robot was only capable of
activity in close proximity to a human, and had no ability
to manipulate its environment.  Field tests recently
performed, and planned for the future, include more
complex scenarios, many of which require the robot to
navigate independently, pick up tools and samples, and
have a better internal model of the task being performed by
the team.  Some examples of these scenarios are:
• Mapping the terrain autonomously, and presenting the

map to humans for activity planning
• Picking up an indicated rock sample and presenting it to

the astronaut
• Returning to a habitat or transport vehicle to retrieve a

tool or stow a sample
• Storing an accurate map of where the astronaut goes
• Providing continuous video coverage of the astronaut

during a traverse

In addition to robot improvements, the ERA project team is
working with the Advanced Spacesuit Lab to explore
different interfaces on the spacesuit, such as PDAs, or
heads-up displays, and also instrumenting the suit to
provide telemetry about vital statistics that the robot can
interpret and provide to the astronaut.  A second
differential GPS unit has been added to a spacesuit
backpack, along with a PC104 computer capable of
running a CORBA gps server and sending the information
back to the robot.  Additional sensors have also been added
to the backpack.  Thus the robot can inform astronauts
how far they are from the habitat, how much air is left, and
how much time is available before returning to base.

This ability, along with all the other abilities described in
this paper, will add to the safety of EVA crewmembers,
reducing their risk in addition to simplifying their job and
enhancing their productivity.  Application of this research
to future space-qualified robot assistants will be essential
for long-duration exploration missions.  Both the ability to
increase the data- and intelligence-gathering of a mission
and the ability to monitor the safety of astronauts are
essential for cost-effective space exploration.
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